Geometry strategy for engineering the recombination possibility of excitons in nanowires.
We proposed a geometry strategy to engineer the radiative recombination possibility and thus the lifetime of excitons in nanowires of some photovoltaic semiconductors by using theoretical analysis and first-principles calculations. We demonstrated that the shape can engineer the symmetry of the wave-functions of band-edge states and influence the radiative recombination possibility. The nanowires need to satisfy the following requirements to forbid the radiative recombination possibility of band-edge excitons: (i) wurtzite structure; (ii) pxy-characterized wave-function of VBM state and (iii) C3v-symmetry shape. The geometrical symmetry results in the pxy-characterized C3v-symmetry wave-function of VBM state and leads to forbidden radiative recombination of band-edge excitons. The geometry strategy offers a flexible proposal to prolong the exciton lifetime, leaving optical absorption impregnable.